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Aims and objectives
Transverse relaxation time (T2) is a time constant which includes only nuclear-nuclear
interactions. T2
*
 is a time constant including nuclear-nuclear interactions and static
magnetic field (B0) inhomogeneity, which is affected by susceptibility. Setting of T2 or T2*
is generally applied to long echo time (TE). It is generally known that the T2* decay is a
faster process than the T2 decay. If a material has strong susceptibility, e.g., blood, FeO,
and MR contrast media, the T2* decay is faster.
In magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, a magnitude image takes an absolute value from
real and imaginary parts and is used normally in clinical. A phase image made from phase
differences of real and imaginary parts which are a reflection of variable information of
a local magnetic field. A phase image has good contrast and reveals detail structures
that are not visible on the corresponding magnitude image, e.g., it obtains information
concerning iron deposit as phase in blood vessels and tissue [1, 2]. The phase image has
contrast depending on the susceptibility and TE of each tissue. Moreover, it is used to
make a susceptibility weighted image (SWI) [3]. Accordingly, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of a phase image is an important factor.
Fig. 1: How to make a phase image
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Wu B et al., have been reported that the SNR of image phase depends on TE, each
material's T2
*
, and offset frequency [4]. Here, we are concerned with the indication of
maximum SNR of the image phase when TE is equal to T2*. Therefore, the purpose of
this study is to investigate temporal characteristics of the phase SNR, and make a phase
image with high SNR by using phase data at the optimized TE. Accordingly, we improve
the SNR of the phase image by focusing T2*.
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Images for this section:
Fig. 1: How to make a phase image
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Methods and materials
1. Phase SNR
In general, theoretical formula of T2* decay is described as follows,
Fig. 2
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where is the MR signal, is the transverse magnetization, and is the TE. When the noise
variance of real and imaginary channel are equal, noise power in the phase is described
by the following equation,
Fig. 3
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where represent the noise variance in real or imaginary parts with the noise power. Then,
the phase SNR (SNR#) at is shown as [4],
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Fig. 4
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where is the frequency offset. The above equation is differentiated by,
Fig. 5
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the phase becomes maximum when the TE is equal to the T2*. In other words, the T2* is
the optimal TE when considering the best .
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Fig. 6: Relationship between TE and phase SNR
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2. MR imaging
On a 3.0T MRI system, both phantom was acquired with three-dimensional fast spoiled
gradient-echo (3D-SPGR). The other imaging parameters are shown in Fig7.
Fig. 7: Image parameter
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We made a phantom using six tubes of gadopentetate dimeglumine (Gd-DTPA;
Magnevist, Bayer Pharma AG, Germany) at different concentrations (0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 wt
%) and Gd-DTPA (0.1, 0.5, 1.0 wt%) and with agar (1.0 wt%). The six tubes were fixed
in agar (1.0 wt%) and placed within a cylindrical container.
Fig. 8: Phantom component
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Fig. 9: Chart of this experiments
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3. Data analysis
We determined regions of interest (ROIs) for each sample and calculated mean T2*
and SD. SNRs were performed normalization at maximum phase SNR on each TE.
We determined TE at maximum phase SNR and T2*. Coefficient of determination was
calculated to confirm accuracy of T2* curve fitting. We applied iPhase image to SWI and
calculated SNR defining using the following equation (5) :
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Fig. 10
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All statistical analysis was performed using MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA,
USA). SMV and SHARP algorisms were used with our custom-written codes at http://
weill.cornell.edu/mri/pages/qsm.html. We performed our analysis on a MacBook Pro (4
cores, Corei7 2.4 GHz with 16 GB RAM).
Images for this section:
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Fig. 6: Relationship between TE and phase SNR
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Fig. 9: Chart of this experiments
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Results
Figure 11 shows measured T2* values for each sample of the phantom. The T2* fluctuation
calculation was only high for the Gd-DTPA 0.1% sample when compared to the other
samples.
Fig. 11: T2* values at each sample of a phantom
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Figure 12 shows SNR values for each sample of the phantom. SWIs were derived from
the conventional method and our method. SWI derived from iPhase showed in higher
SNR than conventional SWI.
Fig. 12: Comparison of SWIs derived from the conventional method and our method
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Fig. 13: Relationship between TE and normalized phase SNR
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Figure 13 shows the relationship between TE and normalized phase SNR in the phantom
experiment. It is shown that the TE at maximum phase SNR values are close to the T2* of
each sample. T2* values of each sample indicate closely at the peak of the curve between
TE and phase SNR values.
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Fig. 14: Relationship between TE and SI
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Figure 14 shows the relationship between TE and signal intensity (SI). Each plot SI and
TE indicate a good fit with the data. With increase in echo number, SNR of iPhase showed
a high value and good T2* curve fit. Our method requires accurate T2* curve fitting to
use the T2
*
 map. Then, we measured coefficient of determination. The coefficient of
determination was high in value and T2* curve fitting was highly accurate.
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Fig. 15: T2* map and iPhase image
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Figure 15 shows each image derived from multi-echo 3D-SPGR of the phantom. Left,
shows the T2
*
 map (Fig.15a). Right, shows the iPhase image using phase data at
optimized TE at each pixel (Fig.15b).
Fig. 16: Conventional SWI and iPhase method SWI
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Figure 16 shows a comparison of two phantom images. The conventional SWI (Fig.16a),
and the SWI derived from iPhase image in our method (Fig.16b). The conventional SWI
is only able to emphasize the susceptibility in each pixel [3]; it is reconstructed after
the phase images are high-pass-filtered and transformed to a phase mask that varies
in amplitude between zero and one. This method differs vastly from our method in a
great deal in physical concept of T2* decay. Here, to evaluate the improvement of phase
SNR, we compared the SNR of SWI applied iPhase method and conventional SWI in a
phantom experiment. The results showed that five of the six samples significantly were
improved in each SNR, and one sample (at agar + Gd-DTPA 1.0%) was had a low-SNR
(Fig. 12 and Fig 16).
Images for this section:
Fig. 13: Relationship between TE and normalized phase SNR
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Fig. 14: Relationship between TE and SI
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Fig. 15: T2* map and iPhase image
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Fig. 16: Conventional SWI and iPhase method SWI
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Conclusion
We developed the iPhase image method for correction for SNR using a T2* phase cycle
of multi-echo SPGR data. The iPhase image was able to improve the image phase SNR.
Moreover, our method makes it possible to obtain a phase image at a good SNR for an
image affected by susceptibility, e.g., susceptibility weighted image (SWI).
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